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30 July 1981

SECRETARY-GENERAL'S STATEMENT TO SECURITY COUNCIL OK LIBYA-MALTA DISPUTE

Following is the text of a statement ir.ace to the Security Council this
afternoon by Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim; .

After the submission last Kovember of my. report to the Security Courcil
on the mission of my Representative to Kalta and the Libyan Arab Jemahiriya
(A/14256), I received, on 14 January of this year, a letter from the Charge
a"Affaires of Libya (S/14331) informing me that the Basic People's Congresses
had decided to ratify the Special Agreement signed by the two parties in 1976
and to submit the delimitation case to the International Court of Justice
provioed that no drilling in the disputed area would be allowed- until the
Court reached its decision.

Since that time, I and my representative have maintained close contact
with both parties with a view to assisting them in finalizing the exchange of
instruments of ratification and the joint notification to the Court as
provided for in the Special Agreement.

In late torch, - fo l l owing -my Representative's suggestions, a delegation of
Libya visited halta for the purpose of concluding these formalities.
Discussions between the parties were held, hut they were inconclusive and
subsequent efforts to conclude the pending formalities have not so far borne
f ru i t„

•;

halta has taken the position that the presence in the instrument of
ratification presented by Libya of what it considers to be implicit conditions
regarding the question of arillirg is unacceptable„ Libya, for its part, has
stated that its instrument of ratification, while referring to the People's
Congresses as the highest authority which is competent to ratify international
agreements, does not contain any additions or amendments to the Special
Agreement. A number of communications addressed by the two parties in this
connection to the President of the Security Council or to myself have been
circulated as documents of the Council.

In a letter addressed to me on 2 July, the Charge d1Affaires of Malta
reiterated his Government's position that the instruments of ratification
could not contain any conditions and requested me to ascertain whether Libya

(more)
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would be prepared to give an assurance to that effect. On this occasions
however, haita also stated that the question whether either side would drill
in "disputed areas" vhile the case was pending before the Court was a separate
legal issue on xihich the two parties were entitled to have — end even express
— different views. I immediately conveyed this information to the Libyan
side ana also urged the parties to try again to overcome the obstacles and to
conclude the formalities, hy Representative suggested to the parties that, on
the basis of Malta's statement on the question of drilling, procedural ways
and means could be found to overcome the difficulties that had arisen.

In a letter addressed to my Representative on 15 July, Libya reiterated
its position on the pending questions, expressed the view that the existing
obstacles were essentially procedural and further expressed its readiness to
send a Special Envoy to Malta with a view to eliminating those obstacles and
facilitating existing efforts. This message teas immediately conveyed to
I'lalta. The Government of Malta accepted the visit of a Special Envoy in a
letter datea 17 July 1581.

I was informed that, following these exchanges, a Special Envoy of Libya
was scheduled to visit halta on 19 July. Certain misunderstandings apparently
ensued concerning the actual intentions of the meeting. Malta then requested
the convening of a meeting of the Security Council (S/14595). In the
meantime, I renewed my appeal to the parties to give the consultations a
chance and a delegation of Libya arrived in Malta on 23 July.

I was informed that the Special Envoy of Libya and the Foreign Secretary
of halta held meetings on 27 ana 28 July. On 28 July the Charge* d'Affaires of
Malta informed my Representative that the meeting had been inconclusive and
that the Libyan Special Envoy had.returned to Tripoli. The Libyan Charge
d'Affaires saia that at the meeting the parties had considered various
alternatives to resolve the pending issues. He added that the Special Envoy
had returned to Tripoli for the purpose of holding consultations and that he
intended to return to Kalta for further discussions.

I shall not fail to continue to follow the situation carefully and will
remain in contact with the parties. I trust that the tiro sides will make
renewed efforts in order to overcome the existing difficulties.

* *** *
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SECRETARY -CEREAL'S STATEMENT TO SECURITY COUNCIL UK

RECEFT DEVELOPhEKTS IK LEBAKOF

Following is the text of a statement by Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim
in the Security Council tonight:

It may be helptul if I raa!-.e a brier statement summarizing developments
since the Council met last Friday.

Following the appeal made by the President of the Security Council ct
that meeting, I instructed the Commander of WIFIL, General Callaghan, and the
Chief of Staff of UNTSO, General Erskine, to exert every possible effort to
achieve a cessation of hostilities in Lebanon.

_°n ^ JVly> General Erskine met with the Israeli Deputy Defense Mrister,
^r. iipori.^m Jerusalem. The next day, General Callaghan held a meeting with
FT. Arafat in beirut. During this meeting, General Callaghan proposed a de
££cto cease-fire to take effect at 5 a.m. local time on 21 July.

Early on 21 July, t'r. Arafat informed General Csllaghan that the PI.O
would accept the cease-fire, provided the other side also accepted. As
memtrers of the Council are avjare, efforts are continuing to secure a similar
commitment from the Israeli authorities.

. As reSarcis today's situation on the ground, I have been informed by
HFIL that after a lull between 5:00 a.m. and 10:00 a.m. local times this

morning, shelling resumed in the area.

210 B^^en 10:2° a°m< anG 4:45 P«m., IDF and the de facto torces fired atout
AO a'.,1, y rounds into the Tyre pocket and north of Litani. The PLO fired
. artillery rounds and five rockets at the Pahariya and Karjayoun areas.

t-h T^Q^- an<~' ̂ '°̂  P°m°> the Israeli forces carried out six air strikes
fireQ41 dlyS ̂ ^ ^ n°rth of Lit£mi° Between 6 and 7:30 p.m., the PLO
i ^ M ̂ °Unds of artillery and mortar and 27 rockets, some of which impacted
in the Nahariya area.

f ^exchange of fire resumed after about 8 p.n,. Since then the PLO has
nred 1«1 rounds of artillery and mortar and 116 rockets to targets in the
f̂ :7?Q?n n°^hern Israel- The Israeli forces and the ce facto forces have
ired 2.^ artillery rounds to targets in the Tyre pocket and north of Litani.

Firing is reportedly continuing at this time.

Needless to say, General Callaghan and General Erskine will continue
tneir efforts to secure a lasting cessation of hostilities.

* *** *
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ll'-E SFCt.LTAKY-GEtFFM WElCChES TFE OCCASION AFFOFDEC LY IhE OITAV.'A SUM-iI?

The following staten-ent x-.fis maae on behi.lt of Secrt:tcr>-Gfr.erai Kurt
bale-be in- l-y a Ui.itea I-.ations spokesnian today, 1C Jui>:

"The Secretary-Cereral cor-.siders that the Cttsv?& Sunvcr.it coires at c; very
opportune tin;e. He has repeateol> expressea his corcern, most recently it the
opening of the Economic arc bocisl Council session ir Gepe^£, over the oetply
arsturbing, state of the x.orlc ecor.ony. Ke hss ur^eo greater interncitioFfl
co-opereticn anc- the acoitioti oi concertec ruec.sures to restort; the loss cl
laomfcr-tutii of economic growth and to ensure that the tor Id economy funct ions
ri.ore eiiiciertly ano is more supportive of the oeveloraent process.

The Lecretary-General welcomes the occasioii afforced ly the Ottawa Eunnrit
for the major incustrial countries to haiironize their policies for the revival
ct their economies, he telieves that it i ill also provide an opportunity to
ccnsiaer ap approach to f;orth-South relations v.l-ich i.iii, sirorg other things,
create a favourable political climate for the later 1-exico Su i rmi t , vhere loth
incustrii.lizec ?nc cevelopirg countries x-.-ill participate. Fe hopes thnt these
ireetirgs will help generate the recessary impetus to ir.terrational economic
co-oteration in the interest oi all groups of countries and in par t icular
facil i tate the launching of global negotiations."
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SECRETARY-GENERAL'S SECURITY COUNCIL STATEMENT OK SITUATION IF LEBAI70N

Following is the text of a statement made by Secretary-General Kurt
foaldheim in the Security Council tonight:

I cio not need to stress to the Security Council the seriousness of the
situation that has developed in and around Lebanon,, After several weeks of
relative quiet ir, the area, a new cycle of violence has begun and has, in the
past week, steadily intensified.

On 10 July, the Israeli air force attacked targets in south Lebanon. On
the evening of the same day the Palestinian elements fired artillery and
rockets into northern Israel, Since that time there have been further air
attacks, inducing air strikes on the city of Beirut today.

There have also been exchanges of shelling involving the Israeli Eefence
Forces (IBF) anci the cie facto forces on the one hand and armed elements,
mainly Palestinian, on the other. The areas affected by the hostilities
incluae Beirut, Dsmoor, Zahrani, Saida, Nabatiyeh, Hasbaya and Tyre ir. Lebanon
as veil as Qiryat Shemons and Fahariyah in Israel . There have been heavy
civilian casualties in Lebanon, and there have also beer, civilian casualties
in Israel. I deeply deplore the extensive human suffering caused by theoe
envelopments .

The Charge d'affaires of Lebanon has conveyed to the Council his
Government's protest over the Israeli attacks. The Permanent Representative
of Israel has transmitted to the Council his Government's protests over the
shelling by Palestinian forces of towns and inhabited, localities in northern
Israel. I have also received a series of communications from the Chairiran of
the Palestine Liberation Organization protesting the Israeli attacks.

While these incidents were taking place, the area controlled by
has been tense but quiet. To the extent that they could be observed, UNIFIL
has ̂ reported on Israeli air strikes and on exchanges of fire involving
positions close to the UI-'IFIL area.

As an iir.meoiste problem I wish to draw the Council's attention to the
very serious consequences of the destruction of Kasmiya bridge on the Litani
River and other bridges ar.d key points along the Tyre-Beirut coastal react.'

(more)
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The blocking ot this vital coirjnunications link is bound to create great
difficulties for the people and economy of south Lebanon, particularly at this
moment which is the peak of the agricultural season,, uT'IFIL will also be
affected by the blocking of its main supply route. UKIFIL is studying, as a
matter of the greatest urgency, the best means of dealing with these problems
and in particular the transport of supplies via an alternative route through
i:_s area.

Since the beginning of this latest series of events I and my colleagues
at Headquarters, as v.sll as the United Nations representatives in the area,
hrve been in contact with all concerned with a view to securing a cessation of
the hostilities, I regret to inform the Council that so far all such efforts
have been to no avail, as is tragically affirmed by the events of today.

I am sure that members of the Council share my deep concern and dismay at
the heavy escalation of violence in the area and in particular the bombing of
centres of population. All acts of violence which result in civilian
casualties, wherever they may take place, are to be deplored. I air,, in.
particular, concerned that a continuation of this trenci could destroy any
possibility of a peaceful solution of the great human problems which have to
be faced in this vital part of the world.

I am convinceo that the only way cut of this tragic situation is, as r.
first step, an immediate return to the cease-fire and a deliberate effort by
all the parties to find means to put an end to the escalation of violence
which is now taking such a tragic toll in this region. I have therefore
appealed again to all concerned to revert inurediately to the cease-fire. 1
earnestly hope that all concerned will respond urgently to this and similar
appeals.

-i;
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MESSAGE FROM TBS SECRETARY-GENERAL TO THE

THIRTY- SEVENTH SESSION OF THE UHITED KATIOSSTS

ECONOMIC AMD SOCIAL COMMISSION FOR ASIA AND THE

PACIFIC

It gives aie great pleas-ars to convey my warm

greetings to the participants in the 37th sessioo of the

Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific.

This session takes place at a time of continued

deterioration in ths world economic situation. The

crisis is at once structural arid con^unctural and is

exacting a heavy toll frora all groups of countries,. It

affects not only prices and production, but the very

fabric of international economic relations, and under-

lines the urgent need to put into place a New International

Economic Order.

The way out of the crisis lias in a system of global

management for development in which all groups of countries

would participatef on an equal basis, in adopting and

implementing the saeasures required to bring about the

rapid and aven development of the world economy. Global

negotiations in the areas of raw materials, trade,

development, energy and money and fiasance could eonfeiitute

the starting point of such ail approach? and I take this

opportunity to reiterate ray hope that it will srpove possible

to agree soon on the launching of these negotiations.

Inote that the isaue of energy, which is one of the

main topics for global negotiations, will be ataong the major

themes of the session and that your deliberations will

focus on short term economic policy aspects of ths energy

situation. International, regional and subregional co-

operation in energy, as in other areas, is essential to

ocr
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the wall-being of the world economy in general and of the

developing countries in particular. I trust that your

discussions will result in a substantial strangthening

of such co-operationain the region.

At the requsst of the General Assembly, you will also

be discixssing the question of the expanded functions of the

regional commissions in the context of the restructuring of the

econorrdc and social sectors of the United Nations system. The

devolution of greater responsibilities to the regional commis-

sions is based on a recognition of their important role as

the main general economic and social centres for their

respective regions within the United Nations system. This

role requires the commissions both to contribute effectively

to the global policy-making processes of the organization and to

fehatarfehfehat the results of these processes are brogght to bear

on policy~making at the regional and sub-regional levels,

A major task that lies ahead for the regional commissions

is their participation in the review and apprSasal of the new

international development strategy. This provides an

opportunity for the commissions to give the necessary political

impetus to the implementation of the strategy, and to carry out

adjustments or intensification of policy measures in the light

of evolving xie-acis and developments in each resfdpru In this

context, it will be particularly important for the coiamissions

to promote actions and policy reorientations aimed at bhe

eradication of povaryT the full participation of all sections

of the population in the development process and a fair

distribution of its benefits.

In the light of the expanding potential for mutually

beneficial flows of financee trade, technology and expertise

among developing countries, the commissions also faca frowing
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responsibilities for the promotion of co-operation among

developing countries at the regional, sub-regional and

inter-regional levels. Moreover they will have to make

avery effort to ensure that the support givan by the inter-

national community to such co-operation conforms to development

priorities for the 30&»

ESCAP has doen much to rationalize its structure and

institutional facilities and. to adapt Its programmes to

emerging aieeds. The support which countries have given, to

tiais process through? inter ̂ aliap the provision of extra-

budgetary resources in a situation of financial stringencies

for tha system as a whole is most encouraging.

1 look forward to the results of your deliberations with

the greatest interest and convey to you my best wishes for a

most successful session.
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STATEMENT EY S7ZCRETARY-GEKSRAL AT OPEEIEG OF CCFFEF.ENCE ON KAMPUCHEA

Following is the text of a statement n.ade this mcrning by Secretary-
General Kurt Waldheim at the opening of the International Conference on
Kampuchea;

I declare open the Internat ional Conference on Kampuchea, thich has teen
convened in conformity with resolution 35/6 adopted l.-y the General Assembly on
22 October lc:80. " -^

By that resolution, the General Assembly decided to convene an
international conference T/hich should involve the participation of all
conflicting, parties in I'aropuchea ar.cl others concerr.ee , i-;ith the aim of finding
a comprehensive political settlement of the Kampuchea!} problem.

In pursuance of that resolution and in the discharge of the
Secretary -Ger;er al "s responsibility relating to international peace and
security, I have maintained close contact xvith the sts.tes n.ost directly
concerned with the situation. During my visit to Bet.7 Delhi in February on the
occasion of the tventieth anniversary of the non-aligned ircvement, I held
extensive discussions on this problem. Later in the spring, my Lepresentative
unoercook a mission to that region in order to consult with the Governments
concerned. Kcreover, the countries of the region, as well as other states,
have hela a series of consultations with a viev to overcoming the impasse
\;hich has existed since the beginning of the cjricis. It is a matter of regret
and disappointment that, cespite all these efforts, little progress has teen
mace up to now.

For over t\vo years nov-, the United Katior.s has I'een deeply preoccupied
with the serious situation in Kampuchea. It is one of the great tragedies of
our time that , af ter the long and devastating war in Indo-China, that region
has sti l l to achieve peace and stability. Considering the grave huir.an and
political consequences of this situation, the urgent need for a just and
lasting political settlement is all too obvious. The General Assembly
pronounced itself again last year on the essential elements for such a
settlement .

The problem is no doubt extremely complex and the concerned parties holu
strongly divergent viex?s. These difficulties can be overcome only by a high
oegree of statesmanship. If all the parties approach the problem in a
constructive and forward-looking spirit, motivated by concern for the
appalling suffering of the people of Kampuchea and respect for the principles
laid aoxm in the Charter, a settlement can surely be attained which should
con.n:and general acceptance. Cr.ly thus can the peoples of the area enjoy the
peace snti-J

>J'.osp_eritv vihich .they so eminently^^escrve,...... ........ .................. ,- ........ «....™.........
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SECRETARY-GENERAL OPENS GENEVA SESSION OF ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL

(Received from the United Nations Information Service, Geneva.)

Following is the text of the statement made today in Geneva by

Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim at the opening meeting of the second regular
session of 1981 of the Economic and Social Council:

In recent years, my opening statement to you at the summer session of the
Economic and Social Council has been overshadowed by the serious difficulties
which the xrorld economy was encountering. With a view to overcoming those
difficulties, various attempts have been made to adjust national policies and
strengthen international co-operation, but so far without lasting result. The
same problems arise today. In fact,, some of them have become worse.

^^ level o f economic performance i s still widespread; i t affects
countries in all regions and at all economic levels. Industrial activity is
practically stagnant; the expansion of world trade has slowed down; payments
imbalances have increased, unemployment and underemployment continue to worsen
and there has been no appreciable reduction of the high levels of inflation.
More recently, high interest rates have put additional pressure on the balance
of payments of developing countries and jeopardized the adjustment policies
embarked upon by many industrial countries.

.The prospects for the remainder of 1981 are not encouraging. Nor do
present policies, if they are continued, offer any hope of vigorous economic
recovery in the coming years .

For the developing countries, the situation is particularly disturbing.
At a time when these countries have to make great efforts to resume their
growth and restore their payments position, the international setting for
their action is becoming markedly adverse. In 1980, the over-all growth of
energy-importing developing countries was especially disappointing. In
addition, there was a steep drop in the prices of a number of primary products
exported by those countries, while the prices of their imports were increasing
substantially. For these reasons, per capita real income actually declined in
that group of countries.

(more)
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Sluggish growth and unfavourable prices on the international markets are
also anticipated in 1981. Thus, for the second year in succession, there
v;ould be a decline in per capita incomes in the part of the world which by
itself accounts for a large majority of the world population.,

Unless the present trends and policies slacken very considerably, the
prospects for the remainder of the decade are hardly encouraging. The
deterioration of the general economic climate recently caused the World Bank
to lover its projection of growth for the developing countries. It is now
estimated that the least developed countries and other low-income countries
will develop at an annual rate of only 1.2 per cent per capita during the
first half of the 1980s. Other developing countries which are also heavily
dependent on exports of primary products are hardly expected to achieve more
rapid growth, unless there is a genuine recovery in international markets. In
such circumstances, the number of persons living in a state of absolute
poverty, far from being reduced, could exceed 800 million by 1990.

Such a situation is obviously unacceptable.

However, the increasing poverty in some regions of the world and
stagnation in others have much wider implications,, They are sources of social
tension which can lead to both internal and external conflicts. In the final
analysis, they are a threat to world peace and stability.

There is no denying the fact that the heightening of political tension
and the emergence of new military conflicts at the local level are now direct
threats to international peace. It is understandable, in these circumstances,
that Member States are giving greater attention to the purely political
dimension of international problems. Nevertheless, we must not lose sight of
the fact that international economic relations can also constitute a factor of
political tension. That is what makes a strengthening of economic
co-operation and the reform of certain mechanisms and institutions so
important„

And yet, kr. President, what we are actually seeing today is a weakening
of the sprirt of co-operation and an erosion of the system of multilateral
co-operation, here and more countries are resorting to unilateral measures
which tend to shift the burden of economic adjustment onto their principal
trading partners or onto the rest of the world. Even greater difficulties may
arise if the victims of these steps resort to measures of retaliation, thus
beginning a vicious circle in v.'hich all countries would eventually find
themselves in a worse state. The period between the two world wars clearly
shows the dangers of such a process.

Domestically, the raajor industrialized countries have a difficult task.
At a time when real growth has slowed down and inflation has worsened, it is
increasingly difficult for Governments to allocate enough resources to meet
pressing social and economic needs. A great variety of special interests are
competing for the existing resources in economies which have lost their
dynamism. The resulting difficulties in seeking a consensus account for tha

(more)
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celays^in taking action against inflation. They also account for the too
exclusive reliance on such instruments as monetary policy, when the causes of
the inflationary process are too varied for it to be effectively countered by
any one type of action.

At the same time, military expenditure is absorbing more and more
resources without, in the final analysis, enhancing international security.
International security is actually the end-product of a complicated assortment
of political, economic and social conditions; it cannot be viewed solely from
a military standpoint. And yet nearly $500 billion will be earmarked this
year for expenditure on armaments while development assistance is marking
time. It cannot escape notice that an increase in official development
assistance equivalent to only 5 per cent of that figure would be sufficient to
reach the target set in the International Development Strategy.

There is to some degree a parallel between the situation at the domestic
level — namely, the difficulty experienced by Governments in taking the
timely decisions that are needed — and what happens at the international
level. International dialogue is, by its very nature, a long-term process in
which advances inevitably alternate with set-backs. But generally speaking,
the progress being made in most of the attempts to resolve by concerted action
the most pressing issues in the field of international economic relations is
too little and too slow. The eleventh special session of the General Assembly
in particular did not live up to expectations, despite the constructive spirit
in which the session was approached.

One area in which notable progress has been made recently is the
multilateral financing of balances of payments. Both the amounts which
countries can request from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the
resources for meeting such requests have been substantially increased.
Repayment periods have been lengthened. And the compensatory financing
facility has been expanded in order to meet the needs of countries confronted
with an excaptional increase in their food imports.

Otherwise, the international dialogue has not, in the last few months,
produced results capable of launching, on a sound basis, the implementation of
the International Development Strategy adopted by the General Assembly. On
the contrary, unilateral measures in financial markets and fresh barriers to
external trade increase the uncertainty and have adverse consequences;

Firsty, high interest rates increase internal instability, because
partner countries have to adjust their financial policies to prevent large
outflows of capital. For the developing countries, higher interest rates also
cause a very large increase in debt service; '

Second, new trade barriers, or even the mere threat of protectionist
measures, affect those export-oriented activities which are often the most
dynamic in the industrial sector. The latter fact, like high interest rates,
discourages the investment which is nevertheless so necessary if production
structures are to be adjusted and new jobs created.

(more)
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Only recently, the International Development Association (IDA) had to
suspend some of its operations, thus depriving low-income developing countries
of irreplaceable resources for investment. Financial constraints are
jeopardizing the vigorous support which the United Nations Development
.Programme (UKDP), along with the participating and executing agencies, renders
to the developing countries. fchile it is true that international financial
flows of private capital are an important contribution to investment
financing, such capital cannot suitably meet all investment needs. Unless the
multilateral agencies play a larger role, development efforts will undoubtedly
be restricted.

I have pointed out that the present trends are very disturbing. The
common interest of the international community in bringing about their
reversal is strong enough to support the conclusion that this reversal can
take place. In order to illustrate my point, I should .like to mention four
areas which are of particular importance: food, energy, finance and trade.
For in those areas a strengthening ot international co-operation can do much
to change the present economic situation in the interests of all, particularly
for the developing countries.

Where food is concerned, decisive results could be achieved in the coming
years of the 1980s. On many occasions the representatives of Kember States
h&ve affirmed- the high priority they attached to measures for solving the
growing problems of hunger and malnutrition and achieving a better structural
balance in world agricultural production. It is widely recognized that a
condition for success in this area is the implementation, in each developing
country, of national plans or strategies for dealing simultaneously with food
production problems and consumption problems. It is also recognized that
national efforts — especially in the poorest countries — must be able to
count on international support in the following fields', establishment of an
international food security network, international trade and increased
financial flows for technical assistance and investment, khat is needed now
is the concerted implementation of specific actions in these fields,
recognized by all as priority areas.

As regards energy, the most urgent task has been to remedy the imbalances
in external payments resulting from price changes. Some progress has been
achieved recently, as a result of direct co-operation agreements between
petroleum exporting and importing developing countries and the contribution
made to the IMF by the petroleum-producing countries which have financial
surpluses. However, the scope of co-operation, including co-operation among
countries of the South, must be expanded. It could include transfers of
technology, conservation efforts and joint ventures for prospecting and
production.

Kew forms of investment financing can stimulate the exploration and
development of sizable resources which have hitherto remained untapped. This
would be particularly important for those developing countries which import
most of the energy they need. Also, the forthcoming Nairobi Conference will

(more)
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provide Member States with an opportunity for large-scale action in a limited
field, but one of great importance for the future, namely, new and renewable
sources of energy.

Speaking of the energy problem, I am of course aware of the difference of
opinion among Member States on the need for and feasibility of agreements for
the avoidance of excessive fluctuations in oil supply and oil prices on
international markets. I hope that such differences can be overcome, in view
of the importance of this question for the world economy as a whole, ard
particularly for the development effort.

A smooth transition period, marked by fundamental changes in production
and trade structures, obviously requires a substantial increase in over-all
investment. In fact, that requirement is reflected in the efforts now being
made in both developed and developing countries to increase that rate of
domestic savings. But for most developing countries, the domestic resources
devoted to investment have to be supplemented by financial flows from other
countries. Strengthening international financial co-operation means
increasing the resources made available both on standard market terius and OP
concessional terms, in a diversified pattern to meet the needs of the various
borrowing countries.

An increase in official development assistance is needed for countries in
which, as I mentioned before, the level of living would deteriorate even
further if that aid were not forthcoming. This applies in a very special way
to the least developed countries. In that connection, I would stress the
importance I attach to the success of the Conference on the Least Developed
Countries, to be held at Paris in September.

Lastly, international co-operation must focus on the maintenance of an
open trade system. Such an environment is necessary to enable developing
countries to achieve a process of self-reliant development and allow them to
effect regular repayment of the loans they contract.

I shall not mention now the reasons why the preservation of an open trade
system, in other words the fight against protectionism, is vital for the world
economy as a whole. In view of the importance to a large number of developing
countries of primary commodity exports and the seriousness of the difficulties
those countries now face the present efforts should be intensified with a view
to as many commodity agreements as possible being concluded under the
Intergrated Programme.

In these different areas of common interest, as in others of equal
importance, satisfactory solutions cannot be found except through dialogue and
negotiation. To be effective, such a dialogue should focus on the most
important and most urgent issues. The fact that those issues are interrelated
means that the dialogue should aim at a comprehensive response. It should
involve all the agents of the world economy and should be conducted within the
framework of the United Nations system.

(more)
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From this standpoint, I should like to say how deeply I regret that, to
this day, the Member States have been unable to reach an agreement which
enable them to begin the process of global negotiations, the principle of
which was adopted by the General Assembly in 1979. I note with satisfaction,
however, the progress achieved through the untiring efforts of the Assembly's
President, Ambassador von Wechmar. I would therefore express the hope that
the misgivings, or the mistrust which persists in various quarters, can very
soon be overcome, That requires political decisions, even more than, technical
ones o

The heads of State or Government of the major industrialized countries
v?ill be meeting this month at Ottawa, in Canada. Later ons in October, some
heads of State or Government from the North and the South are to meet at
Cancun, in Kexico. Those two meetings will provide very important
opportunities for tackling, at the highest political level, the most pressing
economic and social problems confronting the world and for achieving a harmony
of views conducive to the subsequent initiation of concerted actions affecting
all Member States. I venture to hope that those opportunities will be taken
and that, under the impact of a renewed political impetus, international
economic co-operation can be elevated to the level which present circumstances
requireo

The search for new responses and for institutional reforms at ths global
level, in order to solve-vorId economic problems, cannot serve as e substitute
for the national efforts which the present situation requires. Nor does this
search conflict with the strengthening of international co-operation at other
levels, including the regional level. The world economy has much to gain from
better harmonization of the policies of the industrial countries. Increased
South-South co-operation would greatly benefit the developing countries by
enabling them to strengthen their collective self-reliance; it would also be
advantageous to the world economy as a whole.

I should like to sum up what I have said. The present tendencies towards
fragmentation and dispersal of efforts must be reversed. The temptations of
unilateral solutions must be resisted. All members of the international
community, large and small, rich and poor, must think and act from a global
perspective.

It is true that we have suffered setbacks in international co-operation,
and I thought it necessary to point to certain dangerous trends. But there is
no reason for discouragement or resignation. Mankind possesses extraordinary
scientific and technical resources today. As recent history shows, the
peoples of the earth and particularly the young have the moral resources to
make the required efforts, if thsy are called on to do so and are suitably
involved. It is for government leaders to have the political vision and the
political resolve required for a concerted response to the present challenges.

* *#* *


